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Censors on the Island of San Giorgio permitted the egress
of a letter from Cardinal Borgia to Sir John Coxe Hippis-
ley, acknowledging the receipt of the £500, speaking of the
gratitude and satisfaction of the August Personage at
knowing what was being done on his behalf. "I find myself
shut up here in Conclave for the election of a new pontiff,
(says Cardinal Borgia,) with thirty-four cardinals, who,
when they heard of the English generosity to their Illus-
trious Colleague/'1—and he describes the many kindly
complimentary and genuinely admiring sentiments which
these Italian Cardinals, in common with Italians of all
epochs and of all ranks (excepting cardinals of the Nine-
teenth Century)2 always felt and feel for England and
the English. The letter is subscribed in the politely re-
spectful third, person,
"Suo servitore cordialissinio ed Amico
"S. card, borgia."
On the twenty-sixth of February 1800 a second letter
was allowed to pass out of the Conclave from Cardinal
Borgia to Sir John; a short note, in fact, which said that
an English gentlemans had just been permitted to enter
the Conclave, being the bearer of "a very polite letter from
Lord Minto" to the August Personage. This "very polite
letter" is given in its original form, as well for its own
sake, as for an example of the French of English diplo-
macy a hundred years ago. It is addressed to the Cardinal-
Duke of York.
1	"to qui mi trovo racchiuso in conclave per Telezione del nuovo
pontifice con trenta quatro Cardli, i quali avendo saputa la gen-
erosita Inglese verso dell' Illustro loro Collega."
2	It is too early yet to speak about the twentieth.
a It was Mr. Oakley, heir of Sir Charles Oakley Bart, who was
entrusted with this confidential and very delicate mission.

